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0. Introduction

The first result on completion regularity is the following classical theorem of
Kakutani [8]: If(Xi)iel is a family of compact metric spaces and for every i E 1, /li is
a Radon probability measure on Xi with full support, then the Radon product
on X
measure
03A0i~IXiis completion regular. Since then, most of the
work on completion regularity is concerned with Radon measures on compact
spaces. In this paper we study completion regularity in products of completely
regular (Hausdorff) spaces. Moreover, as it turns out in our investigation, the
more general class of z-additive measures (rather than the class of Radon
measures) is relevant.
If one seeks an extension of Kakutani’s theorem when every Xi is completely
regular and every Mi is r-additive and completion regular (note that Borel
measures on metric spaces are trivially completion regular), then the following
of the
difHculties arise: (a) the existence of a (unique) r-additive extension
simple product measure ~i~I Mi is known only when I is countable (Ressel [ 13]);
and (b) the product of two completion regular even Radon measures is not in

i~I03BCi

=

i~I03BCi

general completion regular (Fremlin [4]).
Concerning (a) we prove in Section 2 that Ressel’s theorem is valid for arbitrary
I (Theorem 2.1). Then we show that the r-additive product measure ~i~I03BCi is
completion regular if everyyi has full support and i~F03BCi is completion regular
for every finite F ~ I (Theorem 2.9). In view of this result, we prove in Section
3 that if y is a completion regular measure on X 03A0i~IXi, where all Xi are
separable metric spaces, and v is a completion regular r-additive measure on
a completely regular space, then y is r-additive and y 0v is completion regular
(Theorem 3.1). Thus, in spite of Fremlin’s counter-example in (b), we have
a positive result in an important special case.
=
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1. Preliminaries and notations
spaces (X, A, y) (simply denoted by (X, 03BC)) are assumed to be finite
(i.e. 03BC(X) oo). In fact, we usually assume for simplicity that y is a probability
measure (i.e. M(X) = 1). The inner measure and the outer measure (defined on all
subsets of X) are denoted by y, and y*, respectively. If r (Y«)«En is a family of
measurable sets (i.e. sets in .91), it will be convenient to use the following notation

All

measure

=

It is clear that 03BC[V] 03BC*(~03B1~V03B1) and that 03BC[V] = 03BC(~03B1~0393V03B1) for some countable r c A.
We are primarily concerned with measures on topological spaces. Throughout,
let X be a completely regular (Hausdorff) space. A zero set Z in X is a set of the
form Z f-1({0}), where f : X - R is continuous. A cozero set in X is
a complement of a zero set in X. It follows from the complete regularity of X that
the family of cozero sets is a base for the topology of X. The family of Baire (resp.
Borel) sets in X is the 03C3-algebra R(X) (resp. R0(X)) generated by the zero (resp.
closed) sets in X. A Baire (resp. Borel) measure on X is a finite measure defined on
the a-algebra of Baire (resp. Borel) sets in X.
A Baire measure 03BC on X is called completion regular if every open (or,
equivalently, every Borel) set G in X is 03BC-measurable, i.e. there exist Baire sets Bo
and B1 in X such that Bo c G c B 1 and 03BC(B1BB0) 0. A Borel measure is called
completion regular if its restriction to the Baire sets is completion regular.
As open sets are precisely unions of cozero sets, completion regularity is
a property of measurability of uncountable unions and it is not surprising that
this property is related to the following notion of r-additivity.
A Baire (resp. Borel) measure y on X is called r-additive if for every family
= (V03B1)03B1~ of cozero (resp. open) sets in X,
=

=

i.e. there is

countable r c A such that 03BC(~03B1~0393V03B1) = 03BC*(~03B1~V03B1) (resp.
03BC(~03B1~0393V03B1) = 03BC(~03B1~V03B1)). For information on 03C4-additive Baire and Borel measures
we refer to [15] and [5].
The support S of a 03C4-additive Baire (resp. Borel) measure M is the intersection of
all zero (resp. closed) sets Z with M(Z) = 03BC(X). It follows that S is the least closed
subset of X with 1À*(S) = y(X) (resp. 03BC(S) 03BC(X)). If S = X, we say that p has full
a

=

support.
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If 81 is a base for the topology of X consisting of open Baire (resp. open) sets,
then it is easy to see that a Baire (resp. Borel) measure y on X is i-additive if and
only if (*) holds for every subfamily V = (V03B1)03B1~ of 81. A similar remark holds for
the definition of the support of y.
We shall use the fact that every r-additive Baire measure 03BC has a unique
extension to a r-additive Borel measure, which we denote by (see [10] or [9]).
Also, the restriction of a r-additive Borel measure to the Baire sets is easily
seen to be a r-additive Baire measure.
Finally, we mention the following notion in case that X is a product space,
X
03A0i~I Xiwhere every Xis completely regular. A subset A of X is said to be
determined by a nonempty J c I if there exists a subset C of llieJXisuch that
A
prJ ’(C), where prj denotes the canonical projection from X onto llieJXi. In
addition, X is determined by 0. We shall use the result that if X satisfies the
countable chain condition, i.e. every pairwise disjoint family of open sets in X is
countable (which happens if all Xare separable), then every Baire set in X is
determined by countably many coordinates; in fact, the Baire sets in X have the
form pri ’(C) where C is a Baire set in 03A0i~JXi and J is countable (see [14]).
=

=

2. Product

measures

this section (Xdiel is a family of completely regular spaces and
flic-,Xi. It is clear that R(X) (resp. R0(X)) contains the product o-algebra
~i~IR(Xi) (resp. ~i~IR0(Xi)), but in general the inclusion may be strict. The
basic result of this section is the following.

Throughout
X

=

THEOREM 2.1. (a) If J.li is a T-additive probability Baire measure on Xi for every
i E I, then there exists a unique r-additive Baire measure 03BC on X extending the

product measure ~i~I03BCi.
(b) If vi is ar-additive probability Borel measure on Xi for every i E I, then there
exists a unique r-additive Borel measure v on X extending the product measure
~i~I vi.
We call p (resp. v) the r-additive Baire (resp. Borep product measure of (03BCi)i~I
(resp.(vi)i~I) and Write P = i~I03BCi and v i~Ivi.
For the proof of this theorem we need some lemmas and the following
definition. An elementary open (resp. elementary open Baire) set in X is a set of the
form prF1 (03A0i~F Vi), where F is a finite subset of I and Vi is open (resp. open Baire)
=

in Xi for every i E F.
In our first lemma

we

show the

uniqueness

of r-additive

LEMMA 2.2. If pi and J.l2 are r-additive Baire
coincide on ~i~IR(Xi), then 03BC1= 03BC2.

(or Borep

product

measures.

measures on

X and
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Assume that /11 and 03BC2 are Baire measures and let U be a cozero set in
a union of elementary open Baire sets, by the 03C4-additivity of
/1j,
exist sets Bj, j = 1, 2, such that Bj is a countable union of
there
j 1, 2,
elementary open Baire sets, Bj c U and 03BCj ( U) = 03BCj(Bj) for j 1, 2. But Bj~

Proof.

X. Since U is
=

=

~i~IR(Xi) and so 03BCi(U) = 03BC1(B1 ~ B2) = 03BC2(B1 ~ B2) = /12(U). Therefore 03BC1

=

112-

If /11 and J,l2 are Borel measures, then by the above 03BC1|R(X) =

03BC2 |R(X) and

so

03BC1 = lu2
.

LEMMA 2.3. Let Mi be a 03C4-additive probability Baire measure on Xifor every i E 1
and v a !-additive probability Borel measure on X. If v extends ~i~I03BCi, then it also
extends Q9ieI i, where j1i is the unique !-additive Borel extension of /1i (see Section 1).
Proof. It suffices to prove that the measures vo Q9 ieI j1i and v coincide on the
family of elementary open sets (because ~i~IR0(Xi) is the a-algebra generated by
this family which is closed under finite intersections; see [3], Corollary 1.6.2). Let
G be an elementary open set, G pr-1F(03A0i~F Vi), where F ~ I is finite and Vi is
open in Xi for every i E F. Since every is a union of cozero sets, by the
T-additivity of j1i (and the fact that a countable union of cozero sets is cozero),
there exist cozero sets Ui in X i, i E F, such that Ui c Vi and j1i(Vd 03BCi(Ui). We set
Bo = pr-1F (03A0i~F Ui). Then Bo E ~i~I R(Xi) and vo(G) = 03A0i~F03BCi(Ui) = (~i~I03BCi)
(Bo). On the other hand, using the T-additivity of v as in Lemma 2.2, we find
B ~ ~i~I R(Xi) such that B c G and v(G)
v(B) = (~i~I03BCi)(B). We then have
vo(G) = (~i~I03BCi) (Bo u B) v(G), which completes the proof.
=

=

=

=

=

LEMMA 2.4. For every family (XdieI of completely regular spaces, (a) and (b) of
Theorem 2.1 are equivalent.
Proof. (a) ~ (b). Let (vi)i~I be as in (b). Setting /1i vil-4(Xi) for every i E l, by (a)
exists. Then the Borel measure
the r-additive Baire product measure 03BC
v = j1 is r-additive and extends ~i~Ivi (by Lemma 2.3). The uniqueness of
v follows from Lemma 2.2.
(b) ~ (a). Let (03BCi)i~I be as in (a). By (b) the 03C4-additive product
has the desired properties.
exists. It is clear that the measure y
=

= i~I03BCi

measure i~Ii

=

(i~Ii)|R(X)

As mentioned in the introduction the
LEMMA 2.5.

([13], Theorem 2).

Part

following lemma is due to

(b) of Theorem 2.1 holds if 1

The next lemma is based on an idea of the proof
mentioned in the introduction.

in [12] of

Ressel

[13].

is countable.

Kakutani’s theorem

Let /1i be a probability Baire measure on Xi with full support for
every i ~ I and 03BC
Q9 ieI /1i. Then for every family 1/ of elementary open Baire sets,
LEMMA 2.6.

=

there exists

a

countable J

c

1 such that
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where for every A c X and J c I we set AJ pr-1J(prJ(A)).
Proof. Let (Vn)n~N be a sequence in Y’ such that 03BC[V] = 03BC(U~n= 1 Vn). Choose
a countable J c I such that the set V
U~n= 1 Vn is determined by J. It suffices to
=

=

show that

because the other inequality is obvious.
Let U be a nonempty elementary open Baire set in 1/. Then there exists an
elementary open Baire set W determined by IBJ such that U UJ n W. We have
=

where 03BC(W)
follows.

&#x3E;

0 because every Mi has full support. Therefore 03BC(UJBV)

=

0 and (*)

REMARK. Lemma 2.6 remains valid if 03BCi, i ~ I, are Borel measures and we
replace "elementary open Baire" by "elementary open".
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 2.4 it suffices to prove only part (b) of the
theorem. This is done in step III below. However, for this purpose, we shall use
special cases of (a) and (b), which we prove in steps 1 and II. Notice that in all cases
we need to prove only the existence of the i-additive product meaure because of
Lemma 2.2.
holds if Mi has full support for every i E I.
First we observe that X satisfies the countable chain condition because the
product measure ~i~I03BCi is strictly positive on every elementary open Baire set in
X. Thus, if B is a Baire set in X, there exists a countable J c I and a Baire set C in
HiEJXsuch that B pr-1J(C) (see Section 1). Using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4 we set

Step

I. Part

(a)

=

It is easy to verify that M is a well defined probability Baire measure on
X extending the product measure ~i~I03BCi. It remains to prove ther-additivity of
03BC

Let V

~03B1~V03B1

(V03B1)03B1~ be a family of elementary open Baire sets in X such that
X. It suffices to show that 03BC[V]
1 (cf. [15], Part I, Theorems 24 and

=

=

25). By Lemma 2.6 there exists

=

a

countable J c I such that
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i~J03BCi is

T-additive and the family (prJ(V03B1))03B1~ is
a covering of 03A0i~jXi by elementary open Baire sets, there exists a countable
r c A such that 03BCJ(~03B1~0393prJ(V03B1)) = 1. But
Since the

Therefore

Step

measure

03BC[V]

II. Part

Using

=

pj =

1

and 03BC

is r-additive.
every i E I.
03C4-additive Borel

(b) holds if vi has full support for

the fact that the restriction of

support

to the Baire sets has also full

Lemma

2.4, (a) ~ (b).

a

measure

with full
as in

support, this step follows from step 1

Step III. In this step we prove part (b), completing the proof of the theorem.
Let Si be the support of vi and îi vi|R0(Si) for every i E I. Then 03BBi is
a T-additive Borel probability measure on S1 with full support and, by step II, the
i-additive Borel product measure 03BB = ~i~I 03BBi on 1-lic-, Si exists. We define
v(B) = 03BB(B n 03A0i~ISi) for every B ~ R0(X). It is clear that v is a 03C4-additive Borel
measure on X. Moreover, if B E R0(X) is of the form prF1 (03A0i~FCi), where F ~ I is
finite and Ci ~ R0(Xi) for every i E F, then
=

Therefore

v

extends

~i~Ivi.

COROLLARY
Mi be a !-additive Baire probability
Then fi
every i E I and tl
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.3.

2.7. Let
0 jEIjui.
=

measure on

X i for

= i~Ii.

REMARK. Let vi be a Radon probability measure on Xi for every i E I. (We
recall that a Radon measure is a Borel measure inner regular with respect to
compact sets.) Is there a unique Radon measure on X extending the product
measure ~i~Ivi? It is known that this happens if either every Xi is compact or I is
countable (see e.g. [12] and [13]). Clearly the answer to the above question is
"yes" if and only if the r-additive product measure v i~Ivi is Radon. We also
observe that if v is Radon and we choose a compact set K c X with v(K) &#x3E; 0, then
vi(pri(K)) 1 for all but a countable number of i E J. It now follows easily from
the above that there exists a unique Radon measure on X extending ~i~Ivi if and
only if vi has compact support for all but a countable number of i e I.
In the next theorem we show that completion regularity of a 03C4-additive product
measure can be reduced to its finite subproducts. First we prove a lemma.
=

=

LEMMA 2.8.

Let vi be a !-additive Borel probability

measure on

Xi with full
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I and v
i~Ivi. Then for every open set G in X there exists
a countable J c I such that v(G)
v(Gj), where Gj pri ’(prj(G».
all
of
V
Let
be
the
family
elementary open sets included in G. By
Proof.
remark
Lemma 2.6 (see also the
following it), there exists a countable J c I such
that vEr]
v[{VJ: v E V}]. By ther-additivity of v, v(G) v[V] and v(GJ) =
v[{VJ: V ~ V}]. Therefore v(G) v( GJ).

support for every i ~

=

=

=

=

=

=

THEOREM 2.9. Let Mi be a 03C4-additive probability Baire (or Borel) measure on Xi
for every i E I. We assume that either I is countable or every Mi has full support.
Then,
completion regular for every finite F ~ I, the measure 03BC

mi

if i~F03BCi is

is

completion regular.
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for Baire measures (see Corollary 2.7).

Assume that I is countable, I
N, and let G be an open subset of X. Then
the
has
form Gn
where
each
Gn
Vn x 03A0~i=n+1 Xi for some open
= ~~n=1 Gn,
in
is
set Vn
ni=1 Xi. Since (D i 1 n Mi completion regular, there are Baire sets Bn and
0. Then the sets
Cn in IIn=1 Xsuch that Bn c Vn c Cn and
x 03A0~i=n+1 Xi) are Baire sets in X,
B = ~~n=1 (Bn X 03A0~i=n+1 Xi) and C =
B ~ G c C and p(C)B)
0. Therefore J1 is completion regular.
Now assume that every Mi has full support and let G be an open subset of X.
Because fi
(Corollary 2.7), it follows from Lemma 2.8 that there exists
a countable J c I such that fl(G) = (GJ). By the above, the measure ~i~J03BCi is
completion regular. So there are Baire sets C and C1 in 03A0i~J Xi such that
o. Then the sets B pri1(C) and
C ~ prJ(G) ~ C1 and
B= pri 1(C1) are Baire sets in X, B c Gj c B1 and 03BC(B1BB) 0. It follows that
(GJ) li(B 1). On the other hand, by ther-additivity of there is a Baire set Bo in
X such that Bo c G and (G) = 03BC(B0). Since P(G) (GJ), it follows that
/l(B 1 BBo) 0, completing the proof.
=

G

=

(in03BCi)(CnBBn)

=

~~n=1 (Cn

=

=

i~Ii

(i~J03BCi)(C1BC)

=

=

=

=

=

Let M be a subset of X. We say that M is invariant under countable changes if
for every x (xi)iEl and y (yJieI in X such that {i ~ I: xi ~ yi} is countable we
have x é M if and only if y E M. The last result of this section (Corollary 2.10)
provides, in a more general setting, an affirmative answer to a question of
Mauldin and Mycielski in [12] concerning the measurability of sets invariant
under countable changes. We notice that no assumption of full support is made in
their formulation of this question, but such an assumption cannot be avoided (see
Remark 1 below).
=

=

COROLLARY 2.10. Let v; be ar-additive probability Borel measure on Xwith
full support for every i E I and v i~Ivi. If 0 ~ M X and M is invariant under
countable changes (so I is uncountable), then v*(M) 0 and v*(M) 1.
Proof. First notice that v, as a r-additive Borel measure, is inner regular with
respect to closed sets (see [5], Theorem 5.4). Thus, in order to prove that
v*(M) 1 it suffices to show that for every open set G in X with G ~ M, v(G) 1.
Indeed, by Lemma 2.8 there exists a countable J c I such that v(GJ) v(G). If we
=

=

=

=

=

=
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that XBGj is nonempty, then since XBGJ is determined by the countable
set J and M is nonempty and invariant under countable changes it follows that
M ~ (XBGJ) ~ 0, contradiction (because GJ :J M). Therefore Gj X and so

assume

=

= 1.

v(G) v(X)
Similarly, replacing
=

M

by XBM,

we

have

v*(XBM)

=

1 and

so

v*(M)

=

0.

REMARKS. 1. In Theorem 2.9 and Corollary 2.10 the assumption that the
have full support cannot be dropped. Indeed, assume that I is
uncountable, Xi contains at least two points and Mi is the Dirac measure at some
is
xi E Xi (considered as a Baire or Borel measure) for every i E I. Then y
the Dirac measure at x (xi)i~I and since {x} is not a Baire set, 03BC is not
completion regular. However, the finite products i~F03BCi can be completion
regular. Also, the conclusion of Corollary 2.10 fails because if every mi is
considered as a Borel measure, theny is a Borel measure and every subset of X is
measures

=

i~I03BCi

=

y-measurable.
2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.9 (no assumption of completion
regularity is made), every Baire set in X is (i~I03BCi)-measurable.
It suffices to prove the case of Baire measures. If I is finite this is proved in [1],
Theorem 4.1. Assume that I is countable, I
N, and let U be a cozero set in X.
Then there is a continuous function f : X - R, f 0, such that U
{x ~ X : f(x) &#x3E; 01. Fix some y (yn)n~N in X and define
=

=

=

and Un,k
{x ~ X: fn(x) 1/k} for every n, k E N. Then limnfn(x) f (x) and so
U
U k 1 U~m=1~~n=m u n,k. Since Un,k is determined by the first n coordinates, it
follows from the above that every Un,k, hence also U, is (~i~I03BCi)-measurable.
Finally, if every ,ui has full support then X satisfies the countable chain condition
and so every Baire set in X is determined by countably many coordinates. Now,
as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 2.9, the result reduces to case where
7 is countable.
=

=

=

3. Measures

on

products of separable metric

spaces

Fremlin [4] has proved that there exists a compact space X and a completion
is not completion regular and
regular Radon measure ,u on X such that (a) ,u
(b) there exists an open subset of X x X which is not ,u Q9 p-measurable. In this
section we show that none of the above holds for the product of two completion
regular 03C4-additive measure spaces (X, 03BC) and ( Y, v), provided that X is homeomorphic to a product of separable metric spaces.
For the proof of the above result, which contains the main theorem of [6] as

03BC
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refine several of the techniques of that paper. In the
course of this investigation we obtain some characterizations of completion
regularity in products of separable metric spaces and prove that this property
implies T-additivity. More precisely, the main result is the following.
a

special

case,

we use or

THEOREM 3.1. Let (Xi)i~I be
and J.1 a probability Baire (resp.

a famil y of separable metric spaces, X 03A0i~I Xi
Borel) measure on X.
(a) If J.1 is completion regular then 03BC is !-additive.
(b) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) J.1 is completion regular;
(ii) for every uncountable family (U03B1)03B1~ of nonempty cozero sets in X, if there
exists a pairwise disjoint family (I03B1)03B1~ of countable subsets of I such that
each Vais determined by la, then there is a countable r c A such that
03BC(~03B1~0393 U03B1) = 1 (i.e. 03BC[(U03B1)03B1~] = 1);
(iii) for every open set G in X there exist cozero sets U and V such that
UcGc V and 03BC(VBU) = 0;
(iv) for every !-additive probability Borel measure v on a completely regular
space Y, the Borel

(v) for

=

sets in X

x

Y are J1 0

03C4-additive

completion regular
completely regular space
completion regular.

every

measure v on a

J.1

0v

is

v-measurable; and
probability Baire (resp. Borel)
Y, ther-additive product measure

The proof of this theorem is essentially contained in the following five lemmas.
LEMMA 3.2. If (X, 03BC) is as in Theorem 3.1, then (i) ~ (ii).
Proof. We assume that J.1 is completion regular and let (U03B1)03B1~ and (I03B1)03B1~ be as
in (ii). It suffices to prove that for every Baire set B in X,
U03B1 ~ B X; and
(1) B n
U03B1 ~ B is covered by countably many Va’s.
(2) B
there
are Baire sets Bo and B1in X such that Bo c
Indeed, by (i)
Va C B,
=
0.
and 03BC(B1BB0)
Now, by (1) and (2), Bi X and there is a countable r c A
such that Bo c UaerVa. It is clear that
1.
To prove (1) assume that B ~
Va and let J be a countable subset of 1 such
that B is determined by J. Since (I03B1)03B1~ is pairwise disjoint there is some oc such
that I03B1 ~ J . But B ~ Va and so B X.
To prove (2), assume that B c
Va. For every a E A, there is an open set Va
in 03A0i~I03B1 Xisuch that Va pr-1I03B1(V03B1). If for some a Va = 03A0i~I03B1 Xithen B c Va X.
So we can assume that V,,, :0 03A0i~I03B1 Xifor every a E A. Let J be a countable subset of
1 such that B is determined by J. It suffices to prove that B ~ ~ {U03B1: la n J * }.
Let x
(xi)i~I ~ B. We choose y (yi)i~I ~ X such that yi xi for every
i E J u (~ {I03B1: la n J * }) and (yi)i~I03B1 ~ 03A0i~I03B1 XiBV03B1 for every a with la n J
.
Then y ~ B B ~{U03B1: I03B1 n J } and so there is some a such that y ~ Va and
1 a n J * 0. Certainly x ~ U03B1 for this oc.

UaeA
c UaeA

=

UaeA

=

03BC(~03B1~0393V03B1)

=

UaeA

=

=

UaeA

=

=

=

=

=

=

=
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Lemma of §3). Let (X, J-l) and (Y, v) be probability measure
Y a countable union of measurable rectangles (i.e. Q
x Vm) where each Um and Vm is measurable in X and Y, respectively.
~~m=1(Um
1 if (and only if ) for every sequence (An x B)neN of measurable
Then (y ~ v)(Q)
rectangles with J-l(An) v(B) &#x3E; 0 for every n, there exists a sequence (An x B’)neN of
measurable rectangles with M(A’) n v(B’) &#x3E; 0, An x B’ c An x B and (03BC ~ v)((A’n x

LEMMA 3.3.
spaces and Q

([6],
X

c

x

=

=

B’)BQ)

=

O.for infinitely

many

n.

(X, 03BC) and (Y, v) be probability measure spaces and (U03B1)03B1~ and
(Va)aeA uncountable families of measurable sets in X and Y, respectively.
(a) If for every uncountable A’ c A 03BC[(U03B1)03B1~’] 1 and for every A’ c A with
B’ countable v[(V03B1)03B1~n’] 1, then (03BC ~ v) [(U03B1 x V03B1)03B1~] 1.
(b) If for every uncountable A’ c A 03BC[(U03B1)03B1~’] 1, then there exists an
uncountable Ao c A such that
LEMMA 3.4. Let

=

=

=

=

Q ~03B1~0393(U03B1 x Va). Using Lemma 3.3 we prove that (03BC (8 v)(Q)
Let (An x B)n~N be a sequence of measurable rectangles such that 03BC(An)v(B)

and set

for every

=

n.

=

1.
&#x3E;

0

We set

Since

by our assumption ABro is uncountable. Similarly r n is countable for n 1, 2,...
We now choose ao E ABUn or" and set B’ = B n Vao and A’ = An n U03B10 for
every n E N. Then 03BC(An)v(B’) &#x3E; 0, An x B’ An x B and A’ x B’ c Vao x
Vao for every n. Thus (y Q9 v)((An x B’)BQ) 0 for every n and Lemma 3.3 implies
1.
that (,u ~ v)(Q)
(b) Claim. There exists an uncountable Ao c A such that
=

=

=

v[(V03B1)03B1~0]

=

v[(V03B1)03B1~’] for

Choose oei é A for

every 03BE

every A’
miwith

c

Ao with AoBA’ countable.

aÇ i= oei, for 03BE ~ 03BE’. Since v is finite there
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exists 03BE0 col such that v[(V03B103BE)03BE03BE0]
v[(V03B103BE)03BE03B6] for every 03BE 03BE0. It is clear
satisfies
the
claim.
that the set Ao
{03B103BE: 03BE 03BE0}
is
obvious.
So
we
assume that v[(Va)aEAo] &#x3E; 0 and choose
If v[(V03B1)03B1~0]
0, (b)
a countable r c Ao such that v[(V03B1)03B1~0]
V(UaEr Va). Let v’ be the probability
=

=

=

=

measure on

Y

given by

1 for every A’ c Ao with Ao BA’ countable. Thus, applying (a)
Then v’[(V03B1)03B1~’]
for the measures y and v’ and the uncountable families (U03B1)03B1~0 and (Va)aeAo, (b)
follows.
Let X
nie/Xi be as in Theorem 3.1. For every i E I we fix a countable base Ri
for the topology of Xsuch that XE Ri. In the next two lemmas, when we say that
a subset of X is basic elementary open we mean that it is of the form prF 1 (03A0i~I Vi),
where F is a finite subset of I and Vi E Ri for every i E F.
=

=

LEMMA 3.5. Let

with 03BC satisfying condition (ii) and
(Y, v) a probability measure space. If (U03B1)03B103C1 and (V03B1)03B103C1 are uncountable families
and k ~ N such that each Ua is a basic elementary open set in X determined by k
coordinates, Ua i= Ua, for oc :0 a’ and each Va is measurable in Y, then there exist
families (A03B1)03B103C11 and (W03B1)03B103C11 with the following properties:
(a) (A03B1)03B103C11 is a pairwise disjoint family of uncountable subsets of p and

03C1B~03B103C1103B1

(X, 03BC) be as

in Theorem 3.1

countable; and
(b) (W03B1)03B103C11is a family ofbasic elementary open sets in X determined by k coordinates, W03B1 ~ ~03B2~03B1 U03B2 and
is

Moreover, the family (W03B1)03B103C11

Proof.

First

we

prove the

can

be chosen

so

that Wa i= Wa,

for

1

03B1 ~ a’.

following

Claim. For every uncountable A c p there are an uncountable A’ c A and
a basic elementary open set W in X determined by k - 1 coordinates such that
W 1D UaeA’ Ua and

For every Y E A choose a subset la of I with k elements such that U ex is
determined by I03B1. Because the family of all basic elementary open sets determined
by a fixed finite subset of I is countable, the set {I03B1 : a E } is uncountable. Thus,
by the A-lemma of Erdds and Rado (see [7], Lemma 22.6), there is an uncountable
Ao c A and J c I such that I03B1 ~ I03B1, and I03B1 n I03B1’ J for every 03B1, 03B1’ E A0, 03B1 ~ oc’.
Clearly J has k - 1 elements.
=
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If J 0, then
uncountable A’ c
such that
=

by condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 03BC[(U03B1)03B1~’] 1 for
Ao . Thus, by Lemma 3.4, there exists an uncontable A’
=

every
c= A0

i.e. the claim for W X.
We now assume that J ~ 0 and choose an uncountable Ai1 c Ao and
S for every a E A1. We set W pr-1J(S). Clearly,
S ce 03A0i~J Xisuch that prJ(Ua)
W is an elementary open set in X determined by k - 1 coordinates and
W n U«Enl Ua. For every oc E Al, let W03B1 be an elementary open set determined by
I03B1BJ such that W03B1 n W = Ua. Since the family (I03B1BJ)03B1~1i is pairwise disjoint,
1 for every uncountable
condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1 implies that 03BC[(W03B1)03B1~’]
A’ ~ 1. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, there exists an uncountable A’ c 1 such that
=

=

=

=

We then have

completing the proof of the claim.
Now, using the claim, it is easy to construct families (03B1)03B103C11and (W03B1)03B103C11with
properties (a) and (b) by transfinite induction on the ordinal a.
If there are a, fi 03C11, oc * 03B2, with Wa
W., we replace (W03B1)03B103C11 and (A03B1)03B103C11
and
such
a
by (W’03B1)03B103C1’1
that {W’03B1:
p’i ) = {W03B1: a 03C11}, W’03B1 ~ Wp for
(’03B1)03B103C1’1
and
03B1, 03B2 03C1’1, 03B1 ~ 03B2, and A’03B1 = ~{03B2: 03B2 p1
Wp = W’03B1} for every a 03C1’1. It is
easy to see that the new families also satisfy (a) and (b).
=

LEMMA 3.6. Let (X, Il) be as in Theorem 3.1 with Il satisfying condition (ii) and
v a !-additive probability Borel measure on a completely regular space Y. Then
(a) Il isr-additive and for every open set G in X there are cozero sets U and V such
that U c G c V and 03BC(VB U) 0; and
(b) for every open set G in X x Y there exist Ho, Hi c X x Y of the form
Hi Un’= 1 (Sn x T;,), where Sin is cozero in X and Tin is open in Y for
n
1, 2, ... and i 0,1, such that Ho c G c H1 and (03BC Q9 v)(H1BH0) 0.
Proof. In order to avoid repetitions, we first prove (b) under the assumption
that Il is !-additive. Then we show that this proof can be adapted to yield (a).
(b) Assume that Il is 03C4-additive. We write G in the form
=

=

=

=

=
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U03B1 ~ U«, for oc * a’, each U ex is basic elementary open in X and each V,,, is
open in Y. If we set Gk ~{U03B1 x V03B1:U03B1 is determined by k coordinates}, then
G
~~k=1 Gk. Thus, without loss of generality, we assume that for some k ~ N
each U ex is determined by k coordinates.
Let C be a countable subset of p such that (p 0 v)[(U« x V03B1)03B103C1] = (p 0 v)
(~03B1~C(U03B1 x vq» and set Ho UexEC(U ex x Vex). Then Ho has the desired form
where

=

=

=

and Ho c G.
We shall construct

by

induction

on

i families

where m k, (Ui03B1)03B103C1i is a family of basic elementary open sets in X determined
by k - i coordinates with Ui03B1 ~ Ui03B1, for 03B1 ~ 03B1’, and (vi03B1)03B103C1i is a family of open
sets in Y, as follows: We set po
03C1, U003B1 = Ua and V003B1 = Va for (X po. Assume
that (Ui03B1)03B103C1i and (Vi03B1)03B103C1i have been constructed for i 0,1, ... ,n - 1. If 03C1n-1is
countable, we set m = n - 1 and the process stops. Otherwise we apply Lemma
=

=

3.5 for the families (Un-103B1)03B103C1n-1 and (Vn-103B1)03B103C1n-1and find families (n03B1)03B103C1n and
(Un03B1)03B103C1n with the following properties:
(a)n (n03B1)03B103C1n is a pairwise disjoint family of
Cn

=

uncountable subsets

of 03C1n-1

and

03C1n-1 B ~03B103C1n n03B1 is countable; and

(b)n (Un03B1)03B103C1n

is

a

family

of basic

elementary

open sets in X determined
and

k - n coordinates with Un03B1 ~ Un03B1’. for 03B1 ~ 03B1’, Un03B1 ~

for every oc 03C1n.
Next we set vâ

by

~03B2~n03B1Un-103B2

~03B2~n03B1Vn-103B2

for every 03B1 03C1n and the construction is
completed. Finally, we have m k. Indeed, if 03C1k-1is defined and is uncountable,
1 is countable (because Uk03B1 ~ Uâ. for
then Uâ = X for every rx pk and so 03C1k
=

=

03B1 ~ 03B1’).
We set

Since

C 1, ... , Cm and pm are countable, H1has the desired form and, by (a)n and

(b)n (n = 1, ... , m), H1 ~ G.
Claim. For every i 0, 1,
subset râ of p po such that
=

... ,

=

m

and every

oc

pi, there exists

a

countable
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The claim is trivial ifi = 0. Assume that the claim is true for i
Baire measure and 03BB = 03BC
1,..., m) and
measure. Then using the r-additivity of 03BB and (b)n we have
n

set 03BB = v if 03BC is a

=

and so the claim is true fori =
We now set

Clearly

= n - 1 (where
u if 03BC is a Borel

n.

r is countable and it is easy to

see

that

Therefore (03BC v)(H1 B H0) 0 and the proof of (b) is completed when y is
T-additive.
(a) Let (U03B1)03B103C1 be a family of basic elementary open sets in X with U,, :0 U«,
for a e a’, and set G
~03B103C1U03B1. It suffices to prove that there is a countable
C c p and a cozero set V in X such that V::) G and 03BC(VBU) 0, where
U = U«Ec U«. As in the proof of (b) we can assume that for some k ~ N each U cx is
determined by k coordinates.
Let C be a countable subset of p such that 03BC(~03B1~CU03B1) = 03BC[(U03B1)03B103C1] and set
=

=

=

u

=

UcxeC U cx.

We

proceed as in the proof of (b) ignoring the space
a singleton) and construct families

now

assume

Y (more

precisely we

that Y is

(Ui03B1)03B103C1i

for

i = 0, 1, ..., m.

Here, for example, the last relation in (b)n takes the form 03BC[(Un-103B2]03B2~n03B1] = p(Ui)
for every a

p", from which

we

have

immediately

the

following

Claim. For every i 0, 1, ... ,m and every a p, there exists a countable
subset ri of p po such that 03BC(Ui03B1) = 03BC(U03B2~0393i03B1 U03B2).
(Notice that in the proof of the corresponding claim in (b) the r-additivity of 03BC was
=

=

needed.)
Finally,

we

set
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a cozero set, V n G and, using the above claim as in (b), we see that
0.
03BC(VBU)
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) ~ (ii) and (ii) ~ (iii) are proved in Lemmas 3.2 and
3.6(a), respectively. Since (iii) ~ (i) is trivial, (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent and so
part (a) of the theorem follows from Lemma 3.6(a).
(ii) =&#x3E; (iv) follows from Lemma 3.6(b).
(ii) ~ (v) First notice that by part (a) Il 0 v is defined. Assume that y and v are
Borel measures. Let G be an open subset of X x Y and let Ho and H1 be as in
Lemma 3.6(b). Since v is completion regular there are Baire sets Bn, n

Then V is
=

=

= 0, 1, in Y such that Bn
T0n, v(B0n) v(T0n) and Bl n T1n, v(B1n) =
Then the sets Bi = ~~n=1 Sin x Bn, i = 0,1, are Baire sets in X x Y, Bo c
v is completion regular.
0. Therefore Il
G c B1 and (03BC é v)(B1BB0)
Now assume that Il and v are Baire measures. Then, by the above, fi
is
to
the
Baire
sets
in
v
is the restriction of fi
completion regular. Since y
X x Y, if follows that p ê v is also completion regular.
Finally, (iv) =&#x3E; (i) and (v) =&#x3E; (i) are obvious (take Y to be a singleton). This
completes the proof of the theorem.

1, 2,...,i

c

=

v(T1n).

=

REMARK. There are Baire measures on products of separable metric spaces
(even on IRc, where c is the continuum), that are not r-additive; see [11] and the
references given there. It follows from Theorem 3.1(a) that these measures are not

completion regular.
03A0i~IXi, where all Xi are separable metric spaces and
Il a completion regular probability Baire (or Borel) measure on X.
(a) If A c X with 1l*(A) &#x3E; 0 (resp. 1l*(A) &#x3E; 0), then pri(A) is dense in X(resp.
COROLLARY 3.7. Let X

=

pri(Ai) Xi) for all but a countable number of i E I.
(b) The support of Il is a zero set.
(c) If Il i~I 03BCi, where Ili is a probability Baire measure on Xfor every i E I,
then Mi has full support for all but a countable number of i E I.
(d) If p is a Radon measure, then Xi is compact for all but a countable number of
=

=

i ~ I.

Proof. (a) Assume that 03BC*(A)
For every i E J,

choose

&#x3E;

0 and set J

=

{i c- I : pri(A) is not dense in Xil.

nonempty
subset of Xi such that
If
J
were
then
Theorem
.
pri(A) Vi
uncountable,
3.1, (i) ~ (ii), we should
by
have 03BC(~i~J0pr-1i(Vi))
1 for some countable Jo c J, a contradiction because
(~i~J0pr-1i(Vi)) ~ A = 0 and 03BC*(A) &#x3E; 0. Thus, J is countable.
If 1l*(A) &#x3E; 0 then, by the completion regularity of 1À, A contains a nonempty
Baire set B. The result now follows from the fact that B is determined by
countably many coordinates.
(b) By Theorem 3.1(a), the support S ofy is defined. Since y is completion
regular there exists a Baire set B c S such that M(B) 1. Let J be a countable
subset of I and C a Baire set in 03A0i~JXi such that B prî1 (C). If F is the closure of
n

we

a

cozero

=

=

=

=
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C in

03A0i~JXi, then pr-1J(F) is

a zero

set in X and B

c

pr i 1

(F) c S.

Therefore

03BC(pr-1J (F)) 1 and S pri 1(F) is a zero set.
(c) By (b) the support of p is determined by countably many coordinates and so
(c) follows easily.
(d) follows from (a) when A is compact.
Our last corollary is an extension of Kakutani’s theorem mentioned in the
introduction, which also contains Theorem 3 in [2].
=

=

COROLLARY 3.8. Let (Xi)i~I be a family of spaces such that each Xi is
homeomorphic to a product of separable metric spaces and Y a completely regular
space. Letyi and v be completion regular T-additive Baire (or Borel) measures on Xi
and Y, respectively, such that each Mi has full support. Then ther-additive product
measure (i~I03BCi)
v is completion regular.
Theorem
3.1, (i) ~ (v), i~F03BCi is completion regular for every finite
Proof. By
F c I. Thus, by Theorem 2.9, i~I03BCi is completion regular. The result now
follows using once more Theorem 3.1.
Note added in

proof

After this paper has been accepted, the authors learned that part (b) of Theorem
2.1 was obtained by D.H. Fremlin, Quasi-Radon measure spaces, unpublished
notes of 10.8.76 and 2.6.82.
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